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NESARA Explained
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Dear Loyal FCUSA Members:
Here is a ‘sample’ RV project prototype you can modify for
your projects (requires member login).

Model for Projects

Special Notice
If you are not receiving your weekly newsletter after
one sign-up, check your own spam-blocker and
CLEAR YOUR INBOX as many show “full” or “over
quota”. If this fails, contact your internet provider and
have them ‘whitelist’ achiever@mindspring.com.

FCUSA News
Great news as the cabal continues to be
rounded up and heading to Gitmo including
Clinton’s, Obama’s, Bush’s, Comey, and
thousands more. 47 Russian ships have been
further chartered to handle all cabal globalists.
Plus, the FED, IRS, CIA, FBI and Homeland
Security, SES and more are being dismantled
and permanently purged following 2/15/19 and
a National Emergency making the US GESARA
compliant. Our sovereign Constitution has
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been restored with our new Treasury Dept. in
Reno Nevada on sovereign land.
Trump (by executive order) has now frozen the
assets of many of the cabal including the
Clinton’s, bush’s and Obama’s. Many others
will follow also with a one-way ticket to Gitmo.
Trump likely will announce forgiveness of fake
bank and IRS debt per NESARA/GESARA in the
coming weeks. This would include the total
shutdown of the FED and IRS and our return to
gold back currency (TRN). You can then
exchange your FRN’s for TRN’s at 1:1.
Trump has initiated the removal of military from
Syria and Afghanistan and called home most of
our aircraft carriers (as required by GESARA).
Other nations will follow with troop removal.
Brexit has already happened when the queen
signed off on GESARA during Trumps earlier
visit… all the current antics in parliament are
just for show. Britain will likely declare
Marshall Law enforcing BREXIT and become
GESARA compliant.
All this moves us ever closer to the GCR, RV
and AR payouts!

MEMBER PROGRAMS:
Access to all services, site pages and calls.

Full Member and Visitor Benefits
Featured Benefits:

 Robust Site



Membership

o Q&A on Calls
o Contact Us with Questions
o Robust Website
o Toll Free Ordering Help
o Messages and Upliftment from Creator
 Live and Recorded Calls
 Earth News
 RV New$
 Creator News
 GSA$ IRS, State, CRA, Bank processes.
 LLC Creation.

o
o
o
o
o

LLC’s are simple to work with.
Banks readily accept them.
You can use it to store cash and pay bills.
You can purchase cars & homes with them.
You can sell them easily by simply
changing the manager – thus no real estate
or closing fees.
o They limit liability to the item it owns.
o It has positive tax advantages.
o It is private – your name will not be found
during a search.
 RV/GCR$ support and notification.
 Entity Removal & Protection.
 Emotion/Physical Clearing.
and so much more.

FCUSA MAINTENANCE
Thanks to the many who continue to support
FCUSA (your club) and those who have
recently responded through monthly
maintenance!

Most appreciated!
There are still some ACCOUNTS that are not
current on their mandatory monthly
maintenance and that removes them from
‘good standing’.
As a blessing for our new year, we are
providing for all members who have not been
contributing $30 monthly or $300 annually to
keep your club operational, an opportunity to
regain their ‘good standing’.
By beginning your payments again at $30/mo.
or $300 annually you can regain your ‘good
standing’ status. Then as you are able, you can
pay back your arrears to sustain your ‘good
standing’ and continue to be eligible for all club
benefits.
Here’s how:
Get to Good Standing Here:
Recurring $30/mo. Maintenance

Option 4a

-OR$300 Annual Maintenance

Option 4b

Get Caught-up Here:
One Time $30 - $300 Maintenance Option 4c
-ORMail payments to:
Our New Earth
4002 Hwy 78
530-321
Snellville, GA 30039

-OR-

Maintenance Hardship
Should you need assistance, call Rick 9-4
Monday - Friday Eastern (except holidays)
1-855-942-8324

May you be blessed,
Tom, Debbie, Lois, Rick, Sandy and Support
team

CREATORS PLAN – Return to Light
Creator continues to neutralize all remaining
darkness daily throughout the paradigm and
beyond. On our planet currently 97% has been
neutralized. Steps are underway to complete the
eradication of all remaining darkness on our
planet. Creator is now cleansing the numerous
‘planes’ of our planet including the astral, mental,
emotional, spiritual, energy, etheric and causal.
Creator has also set in motion the assistance for
humanity to ground and move into their hearts.
Creator: “We (humanity) are ascending to our new
wonderful domain rising above all limitations. Let
us rejoice in awesome heartfelt ways.”
Creator: “A wondrous time of jubilance and
celebration will ensue unparalleled in this
paradigm’s history since the arrival of darkness.”

February 18, 2019
CHECK LIST FOR 2019


GSA: Submit your final GSA Orders (GSA

ends as NESARA/GESARA announces)


LLC: Submit your final LLC Orders.



ER: (Entity Removal): Dark entities still exist
in significant numbers in/on/around human
beings, homes, computers, phones, pets and
cars. Submit your ER (Entity Removal)
orders. Remove yours here.



EP: (Emotional/Physical) Challenges: Angers,
Fears and Sorrows still control our lives and
precipitate physical manifestations. Remove
them easily! Submit your EP (Emotional and
Physical Cleansing) orders. Here.



Do your grounding and heart centering daily.

 Get up-to-date on FCUSA Maintenance. .

When we ground and move into our hearts, and
when our ‘entities’ are removed (ER) and
emotional/physical blocks removed (EP), and allow
truth from Creator to enter our lives, we advance
our physical and spiritual journey.
From this higher plane, we have a greater influence
over our own lives and that of others. Plus, likely
for the first time, you have opened communication
with Creator.
Sometimes we forget we ‘volunteered’ to come to
the Earth experience with dark and light along with
freewill to experience fully the good, the bad, the
ugly and the beautiful.
Did you know? Creator can only hear you if you
are grounded and in your heart.
It is our job to ‘ground’ and get into our ‘hearts’
then we can find Creator and get guidance on how
to first fix ourselves then improve things in our
lives and expand to help others on our planet.
When things are beyond our control, then ask

Creator for support. If you are grounded and in
your heart, and your gunk removed, your request
will be heard. Then if it is beneficial and in the
highest and best, it will be acted upon by Creator.
If you are NOT grounded NOR in your heart, and
have NOT done your ER/EP process, your
message to Creator will NOT be heard. Do your
grounding and heart centering daily.

DUMP YOUR GUNK
You may have already figured out, you are ‘gunked
up’ with entities negatively affecting you.
Whenever you receive a thought or message from
someone, it will be filtered by these harmful
entities producing dark/negative thoughts that
direct your actions unconsciously and
destructively.
Plus you have many unresolved emotional issues
that can place you in the ‘dark’ category viewing
life thru a dark filter. These are easily remedied
with ER and EP programs and our safe emotional
sprays below. Learn more

Remove your Anger, Fear, Sorrow

Instead of blaming others for yours or other
problems, you need to go within and resolve your
own challenges. First ground and get into your
heart with the grounding exercise, remove your gunk
with ER and EP, then balance your emotions with
AngerClear, FearClear and SorrowClear, then you are

ready to commune with Creator.
May you be blessed,
Rev. Tom

Thank you Prime Creator of Light

Member News
Recent Testimonials:

If you have an FCUSA purchased or provided LLC
and have questions on your annual dues, you can
contact INCORP through their new support person,
VALERIE VILLEGAS at 800-246-2677 in Nevada.

World News
- World News Articles

- Any country refusing GESARA rules of denuclearization and peace will be removed from
the new financial CIPS system and will not be
able to trade with any other countries and
receive NO post RV funds.
This is our year of transition!

Payout Preparation:
YOUR INPUT IS VITALL

Complete Your Payout Preparation

What has been your experience from FCUSA or what suggestions do
you have for your club? Testimonial

May you be blessed throughout 2018,

Tom, Debbie, Lois, Sandy, Rick and staff.
Breaking News
GCR/RV/NESARA

Earth News
“Islam is not a religion of peace. It’s a political
theory of conquest that seeks domination by any
means it can.” – Ayaan Hirsi Ali

ENTITY CLEARING (ER)

Did you Know?
 Centillions of invisible entities (250+ types)
have invaded billions of beings on our planet.
We now find around 700,000 on each person
we clear.

Learn more
Testimonials

EMOTION - PHYSICAL CLEARING (EP)

.

EMOTIONS AND PHYSICAL HEALTH


Following or in conjunction with Entity Removal
(required), you can complete your return to
wellness by releasing your deep seated emotion
and physical cleansing.

Learn more
Testimonials
RV Update
GCR/RV/NESARA

RV Update
ZIM: Ebay, Amazon and The Great American Coin Company are
three sources offering the 100 Trillion Zimbabwe Banknotes, 2008
AA.

GSA
GSA processing by the International Common Law
World Court is accepting it’s last entries

Check YOUR WCNS STATUS here
Check the WCNS column and scroll down to your member number (first
column in WCNS group). If you have a completion date in the third
column of WCNS, you are complete. If blank, something is missing.
Your GSA process WILL NOT be honored unless you have completed all the
affidavits, data, order and payment. If you are delinquent, your claim will
NOT be honored or PAID!
WCNS upgrade order:
http://freedomclubusa.com/inc/sdetail/62146/65275
WCNS data or affidavit: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/wcns
Bank Loans: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/bank_loans
IRS or CRA: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/irs__cra
Bankruptcy: http://gold-shield-alliance.com/bankruptcy

QUESTIONS
Contact us: info@gold-shield-alliance.com

PayPal payment: http://order-processing.net/ordering Option 8
Check/MO payment to:

Our New Earth
4002 Hwy 78 Suite 530-321
Snellville, GA 30039

BioRenew

BioRenew Products

BIORENEW - Home
All Products
AngerClear
FearClear
SorrowClear
RealTrim

RealWater
Health Guide
BioScan

BioRenew Health Guide
Discover what emotions precipitate your DIS-EASE.
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